Below are the results of attempting to parse this document with an SGML parser.

1. **message**: Line 62 column 33: cannot generate system identifier for general entity "text".
   
   `...>endtag><entref name="text" id="text">`.
   
   An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

2. **message**: Line 62 column 97: general entity "left" not defined and no default entity.
   
   `...>endtag><entref name="left" id="left">`.
   
   This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

3. **message**: Line 62 column 97: reference to entity "text" for which no system identifier could be generated.
   
   `...>endtag><entref name="text" id="text">`.
   
   This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

4. **message**: Line 62 column 97: entity was defined here.
   
   `...>endtag><entref name="text" id="text">`.
   
   This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

5. **message**: Line 62 column 132: cannot generate system identifier for general entity "kort".
   
   `...>endtag><entref name="kort" id="kort">`.
   
   This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

6. **message**: Line 62 column 132: general entity "kort" not defined and no default entity.
   
   `...>endtag><entref name="kort" id="kort">`.
   
   This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

7. **message**: Line 62 column 132: reference to entity "kort" for which no system identifier could be generated.
   
   `...>endtag><entref name="kort" id="kort">`.
   
   This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

8. **message**: Line 62 column 132: entity was defined here.
   
   `...>endtag><entref name="kort" id="kort">`.
   
   This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

9. **message**: Line 62 column 132: cannot generate system identifier for general entity "cond".
   
   `...>endtag><entref name="cond" id="cond">`.
   
   This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

10. **message**: Line 62 column 132: general entity "cond" not defined and no default entity.
    
    `...>endtag><entref name="cond" id="cond">`.
    
    This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

11. **message**: Line 62 column 132: reference to entity "cond" for which no system identifier could be generated.
    
    `...>endtag><entref name="cond" id="cond">`.
    
    This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

12. **message**: Line 62 column 132: entity was defined here.
    
    `...>endtag><entref name="cond" id="cond">`.
    
    This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

13. **message**: Line 62 column 132: cannot generate system identifier for general entity "right".
    
    `...>endtag><entref name="right" id="right">`.
    
    This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

14. **message**: Line 62 column 132: general entity "right" not defined and no default entity.
    
    `...>endtag><entref name="right" id="right">`.
    
    This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

15. **message**: Line 62 column 132: reference to entity "right" for which no system identifier could be generated.
    
    `...>endtag><entref name="right" id="right">`.
    
    This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

16. **message**: Line 62 column 132: entity was defined here.
    
    `...>endtag><entref name="right" id="right">`.
    
    This is usually a cascading error caused by an undefined entity reference or use of an unencoded ampersand (&) in a URL or body text. See the previous message for further details.

17. **message**: Line 110 column 18: value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "MIDDLE".
    
    `...>endtag><align name="ALIGN" id="ALIGN" value="MIDDLE">`.
    
    The value of the attribute is defined to be one of a list of possible values but it is not in the list of possible values for this attribute. For instance, the "ALIGN" attribute must be either specified as "left" or "right" or "center" or "middle" or "justify".

18. **message**: Line 120 column 12: required attribute "ALT" not specified.
    
    `...>endtag><img name="img" id="img" src="/images/image.jpg" width="100" height="100" align="center" alt=""/>`.
    
    The attribute given above is required for an element that you've used. For instance, in most HTML and XHTML document types the "alt" attribute is required in the "image" element and the "align" attribute is required for the "img" element. Possible values for the "align" attribute are "left", "right", "top", "bottom", "middle", "center", "baseline", "absmiddle", and "secondaryBaseline".

19. **message**: Line 120 column 12: "TABLE" not finished but containing element ended.
    
    `...>endtag><table name="TABLE" id="TABLE"/>`.
    
    The end tag given above is not matched by an opening tag. You may have omitted it. For instance, in most HTML and XHTML document types the "table" element is required in the "table" element and the "end" attribute is required for the "end" element.

20. **message**: Line 120 column 12: end tag for "TABLE" not allowed, but its declaration does not permit this.
    
    `...>endtag><table name="TABLE" id="TABLE"/>`.
    
    The end tag above was not matched by an opening tag. You may have omitted it. For instance, in most HTML and XHTML document types the "table" element is required in the "table" element and the "end" attribute is required for the "end" element.
This page is not valid HTML 4.01 Transitional!

Below are the results of attempting to parse the document with an SGML parser.

1. **Error** Line 62 column 33: cannot generate system identifier for general entity "text".

2. **Error** Line 62 column 32: general entity "text" not defined and no default entity.

3. **Error** Line 62 column 50: reference to entity "text" for which no system identifier could be generated.

4. **Error** Line 62 column 54 entity was defined here.

5. **Error** Line 62 column 61: cannot generate system identifier for general entity "sort".

6. **Error** Line 62 column 101: general entity "sort" not defined and no default entity.

7. **Error** Line 62 column 150 reference to entity "sort" for which no system identifier could be generated.

8. **Error** Line 62 column 152 entity was defined here.

9. **Error** Line 62 column 168: cannot generate system identifier for general entity "cond".

10. **Error** Line 62 column 161 general entity "cond" not defined and no default entity.

11. **Error** Line 62 column 172: reference to entity "cond" for which no system identifier could be generated.

12. **Error** Line 62 column 176 entity was defined here.

13. **Error** Line 62 column 180 reference to entity "text" for which no system identifier could be generated.

14. **Error** Line 62 column 184 entity was defined here.

15. **Error** Line 62 column 194: value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "MIDDLE": must be one of "TOP", "MIDDLE", "BOTTOM", "LEFT", "RIGHT".

16. **Error** Line 104 column 80: value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE": must be one of "TOP", "MIDDLE", "BOTTOM", "LEFT", "RIGHT".

17. **Error** Line 106 column 104: required attribute "ALT" not specified.

18. **Error** Line 114 column 80: value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE": must be one of "TOP", "MIDDLE", "BOTTOM", "LEFT", "RIGHT".

19. **Error** Line 116 column 123: required attribute "ALT" not specified.

20. **Error** Line 124 column 6: "TABLE" not finished but containing element ended.
Below are the results of attempting to parse this document with an SGML parser.

1. The Live 24 column 20 document type does not allow element "STYLE" here.

   - The element is a <SPAN> element inside a table.

   - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

2. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

   - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

3. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

   - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

4. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

   - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

5. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

   - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

6. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

   - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

7. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

   - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

8. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

   - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

9. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

   - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

10. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

    - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

11. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

    - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

12. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

    - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

13. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

    - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

14. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

    - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

15. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

    - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

16. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

    - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

17. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

    - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

18. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

    - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

19. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

    - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.

20. The Live 24 column 56 value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE".

    - This is a known problem: it causes the SGML parser to fail.
This page is not valid HTML 4.01 Transitional!

Below are the results of attempting to parse this document with an SGML parser.

1. **Line 24 column 20** document type does not allow element "STYLE" here.

2. **Line 61 column 20** value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE"; must be one of "TOP", "MIDDLE", "BOTTOM", "LEFT", "RIGHT".

3. **Line 72 column 20** value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE"; must be one of "TOP", "MIDDLE", "BOTTOM", "LEFT", "RIGHT".

4. **Line 72 column 20** tag and tag for element "SPAN" which is not open.

5. **Line 74 column 170** required attribute "ALT" not specified.

6. **Line 20 column 20** document type does not allow element "DIV" here; missing one of "APPLET", "OBJECT", "MAP", "IFRAME", "BUTTON" start-tag.

7. **Line 67 column 20** value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE"; must be one of "TOP", "MIDDLE", "BOTTOM", "LEFT", "RIGHT".

8. **Line 87 column 124** tag for element "SPAN" which is not open.

9. **Line 90 column 170** required attribute "ALT" not specified.

10. **Line 20 column 420** document type does not allow element "DIV" here; missing one of "APPLET", "OBJECT", "MAP", "IFRAME", "BUTTON" start-tag.

11. **Line 102 column 20** value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE"; must be one of "TOP", "MIDDLE", "BOTTOM", "LEFT", "RIGHT".

12. **Line 104 column 124** tag for element "SPAN" which is not open.

13. **Line 104 column 170** required attribute "ALT" not specified.

14. **Line 110 column 20** document type does not allow element "DIV" here; missing one of "APPLET", "OBJECT", "MAP", "IFRAME", "BUTTON" start-tag.

15. **Line 117 column 20** value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE"; must be one of "TOP", "MIDDLE", "BOTTOM", "LEFT", "RIGHT".

16. **Line 117 column 124** tag for element "SPAN" which is not open.

17. **Line 120 column 20** value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE"; must be one of "TOP", "MIDDLE", "BOTTOM", "LEFT", "RIGHT".

18. **Line 120 column 124** tag for element "SPAN" which is not open.

19. **Line 147 column 20** value of attribute "ALIGN" cannot be "ABSMIDDLE"; must be one of "TOP", "MIDDLE", "BOTTOM", "LEFT", "RIGHT".

20. **Line 147 column 124** tag for element "SPAN" which is not open.
Below are the results of attempting to parse this document with an SGML parser.

1. **Error** Line 10: Element "p" not properly closed.
   ```html```
   <p>Line 10</p>
   ```html```
2. **Error** Line 11: Element "p" not properly ended.
   ```html```
   <p>Line 11</p>
   ```html```
3. **Error** Line 12: Element "p" not properly ended.
   ```html```
   <p>Line 12</p>
   ```html```
   ```html```
   <p>Line 13</p>
   ```html```
5. **Warning** Line 14: Element "p" not properly ended.
   ```html```
   <p>Line 14</p>
   ```html```
6. **Error** Line 15: Entity "entity" defined, but not declared in document type.
   ```html```
   &entity; Line 15
   ```html```
7. **Warning** Line 16: Element "p" not properly closed.
   ```html```
   <p>Line 16</p>
   ```html```
8. **Warning** Line 17: Element "p" not properly closed.
   ```html```
   <p>Line 17</p>
   ```html```
9. **Warning** Line 18: Element "p" not properly closed.
   ```html```
   <p>Line 18</p>
   ```html```
10. **Warning** Line 19: Element "p" not properly closed.
    ```html```
    <p>Line 19</p>
    ```html```
11. **Warning** Line 20: Element "p" not properly closed.
    ```html```
    <p>Line 20</p>
    ```html```
12. **Warning** Line 21: Element "p" not properly closed.
    ```html```
    <p>Line 21</p>
    ```html```
    ```html```
    <p>Line 22</p>
    ```html```
    ```html```
    <p>Line 23</p>
    ```html```
15. **Warning** Line 24: Element "p" not properly closed.
    ```html```
    <p>Line 24</p>
    ```html```
    ```html```
    <p>Line 25</p>
    ```html```
17. **Warning** Line 26: Element "p" not properly closed.
    ```html```
    <p>Line 26</p>
    ```html```
18. **Warning** Line 27: Element "p" not properly closed.
    ```html```
    <p>Line 27</p>
    ```html```
    ```html```
    <p>Line 28</p>
    ```html```
20. **Warning** Line 29: Element "p" not properly closed.
    ```html```
    <p>Line 29</p>
    ```html```
Below are the results of attempting to parse this document with an SGML parser.

1. **Line 27 column 20 type does not allow element "STYLE" here.**
   ```html
   <head type="text/css">
   </head>
   The element name "head" has a nearby id where it is not allowed. This could mean that you have incorrectly nested elements -- such as a "right" element in the "body" section instead of inside "head" -- or few elements that overlap (which is not allowed).
   ```
   
   2. **Line 70 column 20 there is no attribute "BACKGROUND".**
   ```html
   <head>
   </head>
   You have used the attribute named in your document, but the document type you are using does not support that attribute for this element. This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "stylesheet" document type with a document that uses frames. For example, you must use the "Transitional" document type to get the "background" attribute, or by using vendor proprietary mechanisms such as "background" (this is totally bad by using CSS to achieve the desired effect instead).
   ```
   
   3. **Line 60 column 60 start-tag for "TR" omitted, but its declaration does not permit this.**
   ```html
   <tr><td>
   </td></tr>
   The attribute name "cellspacing" is not supported in the "tr" element, and the "cellspacing" attribute is required in the "td" element. You must specify the attribute or use its default value of 0.
   ```
   
   4. **Line 70 column 129 required attribute "ALT" not specified.**
   ```html
   <img src="/images/"> <br>
   The attribute name "alt" is required for the element that you've used, but you have not included it. In most HTML and XML documents, the type attribute is required in the "script" element and the "alt" attribute is required in the "img" element. Typical values for the type attribute are "text/plain" for analysis, and type "xhtml-enc" for example.
   ```
   
   5. **Line 10 column 20 start-tag for "TR" omitted, but its declaration does not permit this.**
   ```html
   <td>
   </td></tr>
   The attribute name "colspan" is required for the element that you've used, but you have not included it. In most HTML and XML documents, the type attribute is required in the "script" element and the "colspan" attribute is required in the "td" element. You must specify the attribute or use its default value of 0.
   ```
   
   6. **Line 20 column 61 required attribute "ALT" not specified.**
   ```html
   <img src="/images/"> <br>
   The attribute name "alt" is required for the element that you've used, but you have not included it. In most HTML and XML documents, the type attribute is required in the "script" element and the "alt" attribute is required in the "img" element. Typical values for the type attribute are "text/plain" for analysis, and type "xhtml-enc" for example.
   ```
   
   7. **Line 20 column 61 required attribute "ALT" not specified.**
   ```html
   <img src="/images/"> <br>
   The attribute name "alt" is required for the element that you've used, but you have not included it. In most HTML and XML documents, the type attribute is required in the "script" element and the "alt" attribute is required in the "img" element. Typical values for the type attribute are "text/plain" for analysis, and type "xhtml-enc" for example.
   ```
   
   8. **Line 20 column 61 required attribute "ALT" not specified.**
   ```html
   <img src="/images/"> <br>
   The attribute name "alt" is required for the element that you've used, but you have not included it. In most HTML and XML documents, the type attribute is required in the "script" element and the "alt" attribute is required in the "img" element. Typical values for the type attribute are "text/plain" for analysis, and type "xhtml-enc" for example.
   ```
   
   9. **Line 20 column 61 required attribute "ALT" not specified.**
   ```html
   <img src="/images/"> <br>
   The attribute name "alt" is required for the element that you've used, but you have not included it. In most HTML and XML documents, the type attribute is required in the "script" element and the "alt" attribute is required in the "img" element. Typical values for the type attribute are "text/plain" for analysis, and type "xhtml-enc" for example.
   ```
   
   10. **Line 20 column 61 required attribute "ALT" not specified.**
   ```html
   <img src="/images/"> <br>
   The attribute name "alt" is required for the element that you've used, but you have not included it. In most HTML and XML documents, the type attribute is required in the "script" element and the "alt" attribute is required in the "img" element. Typical values for the type attribute are "text/plain" for analysis, and type "xhtml-enc" for example.
   ```
   
   11. **Line 20 column 61 required attribute "ALT" not specified.**
   ```html
   <img src="/images/"> <br>
   The attribute name "alt" is required for the element that you've used, but you have not included it. In most HTML and XML documents, the type attribute is required in the "script" element and the "alt" attribute is required in the "img" element. Typical values for the type attribute are "text/plain" for analysis, and type "xhtml-enc" for example.
   ```
   
   12. **Line 20 column 61 required attribute "ALT" not specified.**
   ```html
   <img src="/images/"> <br>
   The attribute name "alt" is required for the element that you've used, but you have not included it. In most HTML and XML documents, the type attribute is required in the "script" element and the "alt" attribute is required in the "img" element. Typical values for the type attribute are "text/plain" for analysis, and type "xhtml-enc" for example.
   ```
   
   13. **Line 20 column 61 required attribute "ALT" not specified.**
   ```html
   <img src="/images/"> <br>
   The attribute name "alt" is required for the element that you've used, but you have not included it. In most HTML and XML documents, the type attribute is required in the "script" element and the "alt" attribute is required in the "img" element. Typical values for the type attribute are "text/plain" for analysis, and type "xhtml-enc" for example.
   ```
   
   14. **Line 207 column 12 general entity "show" which is not finished.**
   ```html
   ![image](image.png)
   Most likely, you missed tags and closed them in the wrong order. For example, `&lt;img src="/images/"> <br>` is not acceptable, as seen should be closed before end. Acceptable being in a separate, unclosed group.
   ```
   
   15. **Line 337 column 61 cannot generate system identifier for general entity "show".**
   ```html
   ![image](image.png)
   An entity reference was found in the document, but there is no reference by that name defined. Often this is caused by misspelling the reference name, unescaped ampersand, or by leaving off the quoting characters. The most common cause of this error is unescaped ampersands in URLs as documented by the 1998 SGML in "Note on entities in URLs".
   Entity references defined with an unescaped (but not end) a semicolon. If you want to use a literal ampersand in your document you must enclose it in "&" and then a semicolon. If you need to use an entity reference with a semicolon in your entity reference may get interpreted in connection with the following text. Also keep in mind that named entity references are case-sensitive, adding, and deleting, are different characters.
   Note that this document contains entities used by entity references and it types up to 5 separate messages from the Validator. Usually I will not all disappear when the original problem is fixed.
   ```
   
   16. **Line 207 column 61 general entity "show" not defined and no default entity.**
   ```html
   ![image](image.png)
   This is usually a missing error caused by an unescaped entity reference or one of unescaped ampersand (b) in an &lt;img or &lt;body text. See the previous message for further details.
   ```
   
   17. **Line 207 column 61 reference to entity "show" for which no system identifier could be generated.**
   ```html
   ![image](image.png)
   This is usually a missing error caused by an unescaped entity reference or one of unescaped ampersand (b) in an &lt;img or &lt;body text. See the previous message for further details.
   ```
   
   18. **Line 337 column 61 entity was defined here.**
   ```html
   ![image](image.png)
Below are the results of attempting to parse this document with an SGML parser.

### 1. Line 20 column-20: document type does not allow element "STYLE" here.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

The element stylesheet has been found in a section where it is not allowed. This would mean that you have incorrectly nested elements - such as a ‘<style>’ element in the ‘body’ section instead of inside ‘head’ - or have elements that overlap (which is not allowed).

### 2. Line 20 column-20: there is no attribute "BACKGROUND".

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

You have used the attribute named color in your document, but the document type you are using does not support that attribute for this element. This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "document type with a document that uses frames (e.g. you may use the “Transitional” document type to get the "<frame&gt;" attribute), or by using vendor-specific extensions such as "<background&gt;" (it is usually best by using CSS to achieve the desired effect instead)

### 3. Line 40 column-60: start tag for "TR" omitted, but its declaration does not permit this.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

### 4. Line 20 column-20: required attribute "ALT" not specified.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

The attribute given above is required on an element that you've used, but you have omitted it. For instance, in xml html and XML documents, the "type" attribute is required on the "script" element and the "alt" attribute is required for the "img" element. "Typical methods for encoding "&lt;script" tags for analysis and type "escape" ("&lt;" to escape the characters &lt; and &lt;)

### 5. Line 20 column-20: start tag for "TR" omitted, but its declaration does not permit this.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;


**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

### 7. Line 20 column-20: required attribute "ALT" not specified.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

### 8. Line 20 column-20: start tag for "TR" omitted, but its declaration does not permit this.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;


**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

### 10. Line 20 column-20: start tag for "TR" omitted, but its declaration does not permit this.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

### 11. Line 20 column-20: start tag for "TR" omitted, but its declaration does not permit this.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

### 12. Line 20 column-20: required attribute "ALT" not specified.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

### 13. Line 20 column-20: required attribute "ALT" not specified.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

### 14. Line 20 column-20: end tag for "TR" which is not finished.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

### 15. Line 35 column-20: cannot generate system identifier for general entity "SHOW".

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

### 16. Line 20 column-20: general entity "SHOW" not defined and no default entity.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

This is a general usage error caused by an undefined entity reference in an external unencoded reference. See the previous message for further details.

### 17. Line 20 column-20: reference to entity "SHOW" for which no system identifier could be generated.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;

This is a general usage error caused by an undefined entity reference in an external unencoded reference. See the previous message for further details.

### 18. Line 20 column-20: entity was defined here.

**error type:** &lt;error &gt;
Below are the results of attempting to parse this document with an SGML parser.

1. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: `document` type does not allow element `STYLE` here.
   - **Message**: element "<STYLE>
   - **Explanation**: The element name is illegal found in a context where it is not allowed. This may mean that you have incorrectly nested elements — such as a "<li>" element in the "head" section instead of "body" — or use elements that overlap (which is not allowed).

2. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: there is no attribute "BACKGROUND".
   - **Message**: attribute "<BACKGROUND>
   - **Explanation**: The attribute given above is requested on an element that you've used, but you haven't defined it. For instance, in most HTML and SGML document types the "type" attribute is required on the "script" element and the "alt" attribute is required for the "img" element.

3. **Error**: Live 60 column 60: start tag for "<a" omitted, but its declaration does not permit this.
   - **Message**: tag omission "<a"
   - **Explanation**: Tag omission "<a" is not permitted, as an attribute of an element must have an opening tag in this context.

4. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: required attribute "<ALT>" not specified.
   - **Message**: attribute "<ALT>
   - **Explanation**: This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "<STYLE>" document type with a document that uses frames (e.g., you must use the "<TRANSPARENT>" document type to get the "<FRAME>

5. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: start tag for "<img" omitted, but its declaration does not permit this.
   - **Message**: tag omission "<img"
   - **Explanation**: Tag omission "<img" is not permitted, as an attribute of an element must have an opening tag in this context.

   - **Message**: attribute "<ALT>
   - **Explanation**: This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "<STYLE>" document type with a document that uses frames (e.g., you must use the "<TRANSPARENT>" document type to get the "<FRAME>

7. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: start tag for "<img" omitted, but its declaration does not permit this.
   - **Message**: tag omission "<img"
   - **Explanation**: Tag omission "<img" is not permitted, as an attribute of an element must have an opening tag in this context.

8. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: required attribute "<ALT>" not specified.
   - **Message**: attribute "<ALT>
   - **Explanation**: This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "<STYLE>" document type with a document that uses frames (e.g., you must use the "<TRANSPARENT>" document type to get the "<FRAME>

9. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: start tag for "<img" omitted, but its declaration does not permit this.
   - **Message**: tag omission "<img"
   - **Explanation**: Tag omission "<img" is not permitted, as an attribute of an element must have an opening tag in this context.

10. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: required attribute "<ALT>" not specified.
    - **Message**: attribute "<ALT>
    - **Explanation**: This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "<STYLE>" document type with a document that uses frames (e.g., you must use the "<TRANSPARENT>" document type to get the "<FRAME>

11. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: start tag for "<img" omitted, but its declaration does not permit this.
    - **Message**: tag omission "<img"
    - **Explanation**: Tag omission "<img" is not permitted, as an attribute of an element must have an opening tag in this context.

12. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: required attribute "<ALT>" not specified.
    - **Message**: attribute "<ALT>
    - **Explanation**: This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "<STYLE>" document type with a document that uses frames (e.g., you must use the "<TRANSPARENT>" document type to get the "<FRAME>

13. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: start tag for "<img" omitted, but its declaration does not permit this.
    - **Message**: tag omission "<img"
    - **Explanation**: Tag omission "<img" is not permitted, as an attribute of an element must have an opening tag in this context.

    - **Message**: attribute "<ALT>
    - **Explanation**: This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "<STYLE>" document type with a document that uses frames (e.g., you must use the "<TRANSPARENT>" document type to get the "<FRAME>

15. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: element "<show" cannot be generated system identifier for general entity "<show".
    - **Message**: entity "<show"
    - **Explanation**: This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "<STYLE>" document type with a document that uses frames (e.g., you must use the "<TRANSPARENT>" document type to get the "<FRAME>

16. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: general entity "<show" not defined and no default entity.
    - **Message**: entity "<show"
    - **Explanation**: This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "<STYLE>" document type with a document that uses frames (e.g., you must use the "<TRANSPARENT>" document type to get the "<FRAME>

17. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: reference to entity "<show" for which no system identifier could be generated.
    - **Message**: entity "<show"
    - **Explanation**: This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "<STYLE>" document type with a document that uses frames (e.g., you must use the "<TRANSPARENT>" document type to get the "<FRAME>

18. **Error**: Live 20 column 20: entity was defined here.
    - **Message**: entity was defined here.
    - **Explanation**: This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "<STYLE>" document type with a document that uses frames (e.g., you must use the "<TRANSPARENT>" document type to get the "<FRAME>
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 15, 28, 93-94, 181, 119, 120, 179, 196, 202, 216, 223, 245, 257-258 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified character encoding).

Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 15, 65-66, 74, 80-81, 87-88, 106-114, 114-116, 114, 137-138, 146, 176-178, 185, 191, 202-203, 206, 215, 232-233, 239, 255, 274, 280, 297-298, 329, 352, 357, 367 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 15, 84-87, 89, 91, 109-107, 150-153, 160, 171, 183-183, 200-201, 210, 229, 235 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 15, 65, 74, 95, 125, 146, 150, 163, 167, 174, 179, 201, 215-216, 240, 249-270, 300, 303, 307-308, 311, 318, 343, 348-350, 356 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 15, 35, 74, 95, 125, 146, 153, 168, 175, 180, 202, 216-217, 246, 270-271, 301, 304, 308-309, 312, 318, 348; 354-356, 362 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 15, 35, 74, 95, 125, 146, 153, 160, 175, 180, 202, 216-217, 246, 270-271, 301, 304, 308-309, 312, 319, 340, 354-356, 362 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 67, 68, 77, 106-107, 108, 111, 113, 116, 123, 145, 160, 163, 199, 208, 217, 234 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 67, 68, 77, 106-107, 108, 111, 113, 116, 123, 145, 160, 163, 199, 208, 217, 224 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 68, 70, 78, 107-108, 110, 112, 114, 117, 134, 146, 161, 164, 303, 208, 218, 225 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry. I am unable to validate this document because on line 45, 47, 70, 105-106, 108, 110, 112, 115, 113, 144, 150, 158, 162, 188, 198, 207, 216, 223 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 65, 67, 70, 106, 108, 110, 116, 118, 129, 131, 134, 146, 151, 187, 196, 205, 212 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line(s) 64, 66, 74, 97-98, 100, 102, 105, 119, 120, 158, 167, 172 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 43, 65, 73, 96-97, 98, 101, 104, 118, 121, 157, 166, 171 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 26, 35, 55, 108, 127, 137, 145, 199, 206 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 20, 55, 88, 109, 117-118, 143, 163, 212, 214 I contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 26, 55, 88, 97-118, 143, 163, 212, 214 I contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

I got the following unexpected response when trying to retrieve <http://web.archive.org/web/20040618073308/http://sandman.net/>:
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The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 20, 55, 88, 109, 117-118, 143, 163, 212, 214 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 26, 55, 88, 108, 117-118, 143, 163, 212, 214 I contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 20, 55, 88, 109, 118, 123-124, 149, 169, 218, 220 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 20, 55, 88, 118, 123-124, 148, 169, 177, 218, 220 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 20, 55, 98, 108, 118, 120-124, 148, 169, 177, 218, 220 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 20, 25, 35, 99, 91, 112, 115, 121, 127, 130-133, 152, 176, 207, 220 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 20, 33, 87, 98, 136, 153, 194 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8. In other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding. Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 95, 98, 101, 112-114, 120, 125-126, 133, 135, 141, 172-175, 187 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding).

Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 138, 141, 146, 148, 150, 206-207, 216, 220, 224, 271, 278, 284-285 I found one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding).

Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 138, 141, 166, 188, 192, 206-207, 216, 220, 224, 271, 278, 284-285 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 138, 141, 146, 148, 150, 156-157, 176, 202, 204, 207, 216, 220, 264, 271, 278, 284-285 I contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 138, 141, 166, 168, 169, 206-207, 216, 220, 234, 271, 278, 284-285 I contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 135, 138, 163, 186, 191-192, 208 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 135, 138, 163, 186, 191-192, 208 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 135, 138, 157, 186-187, 201, 207 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 125, 138, 157, 167, 168, 225, 234-235, 241, 246-247, 252-253, 260, 266, 280 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 125, 130, 137, 147, 157, 167, 186, 225, 234-235, 241, 246-247, 252-253, 265, 268, 280 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 137, 147, 157, 167, 204 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry. I am unable to validate this document because on line 137, 147, 157, 167, 204 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8. (In other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 137, 147, 157, 167, 204 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 161, 163, 170, 180, 206-229, 231, 248-249, 251, 254, 257, 261, 266, 271, 278 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 136, 138, 145, 155, 202-205, 213, 218-219, 231, 234-235, 242, 247, 252, 259 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 104, 133, 135, 145-146, 154-155, 163-164, 172, 184-186, 195-197, 202-203, 210, 215, 218-219, 226, 228, 231, 236, 243 I contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

I got the following unexpected response when trying to retrieve <http://web.archive.org/web/20030612173204/http://www.sandman.net/>:
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The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 148, 200, 222, 245, 247, 250, 258, 260, 266, 270, 278, 286-287, 295 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding).
Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 148, 200, 202, 245, 247, 256, 258, 262, 267, 269, 270, 278, 286-287, 295 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 148, 200, 222, 245, 266, 270, 278, 286-287, 295 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding).

Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 146, 198, 200, 293-334, 238, 244, 246-249, 252, 256, 261, 268, 272-273, 281 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 146, 198, 220, 233-234, 236, 244, 246-249, 252, 256, 261, 268, 272-273, 281 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8. In other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding. Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

I got the following unexpected response when trying to retrieve `<http://web.archive.org/web/20030325043901/http://sandman.net/>`:

```
503
```

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

I got the following unexpected response when trying to retrieve http://web.archive.org/web/20030319062835/http://www.sandman.net/:

503

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 141, 193, 215, 236, 240, 245, 247, 249, 251, 256, 263, 267, 271, 283, 287, 291, 295, 299, 303, 315, 318, 327 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

I got the following unexpected response when trying to retrieve <http://web.archive.org/web/20030205162012/http://www.sandman.net/>:

503
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

I got the following unexpected response when trying to retrieve: http://web.archive.org/web/20030122033059/http://sandman.net/.

503

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 138, 193, 206, 214, 238, 246, 254, 277, 288 I contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 138, 190, 204, 208, 234, 244, 277-278, 289 I contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 61, 111, 132, 182, 173-176, 178, 195, 206, 209, 211-214, 225, 249-250, 247, 249, 282, 284, 305, 322, 356, 390, 411, 413-415, 421, 430-432, 438, 463, 483, 485, 486, 494, 505, 510, 526, 538, 560, 570, 585 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 61, 111, 132, 162, 173-174, 176, 195, 206, 209, 211-214, 225, 246-249, 247, 249, 284, 286, 305, 322, 356, 411, 413-415, 421, 439-460, 436, 463, 464, 465, 466, 468, 485, 505, 538, 560, 570, 585 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 61, 111, 132, 162, 173-176, 176, 195, 206, 209, 211-214, 225, 246-248, 247, 248, 284, 286, 305, 322, 356, 361, 411, 413-415, 421, 429-430, 438, 463, 468, 483, 488, 494, 505, 538, 560, 570, 585 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 61, 111, 132, 182, 173-174, 176, 195, 206, 209, 211-214, 225, 246-249, 247, 249, 284, 305, 322, 356, 390, 411, 413-415, 421, 430-435, 438, 463, 465, 468, 469, 484, 505, 538, 560, 570, 585 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 44-46, 53-53, 55, 57, 62, 131, 134, 136, 148, 159, 164, 166, 167, 169, 182, 185, 219, 239, 240, 266, 270-274, 285, 327, 338, 349, 392, 408 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 93, 97, 101, 125, 139, 141, 157, 207, 221, 225, 227, 230-237, 241, 243, 253, 257, 259, 311, 313, 334, 336-338, 343, 415, 437, 447, 463 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 44-46, 52-53, 55, 62, 131, 134, 136, 138, 162, 164, 167, 168, 182, 185, 219, 236, 268, 270-272, 283, 303, 314, 347, 358, 369, 390, 406-408, it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 44-46, 52-53, 55, 57, 62, 131, 134, 136, 148, 150, 152, 154, 164, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 172, 173, 174, 175, 182, 185, 195, 238, 240, 246, 266, 270-274, 285, 327, 338, 349, 352, 358, 368 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 39-41, 47-48, 50, 52, 57, 120, 123, 125, 143, 144, 136, 166, 181, 192, 223, 233, 244, 248, 255-258, 263, 265, 305, 316, 338, 370, 386 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.


The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 143, 164, 167, 177, 189, 197, 231, 236, 253, 259, 260, 264, 267, 277, 293, 309-320, 324-325, 327, 335-336, 363, 388, 391, 415-417, 418, 447, 460, 479, 513, 521, 525, 548, 588, 619, 640, 651 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because some or more bytes that I cannot interpret as UTF-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 116, 136, 138, 156, 168, 176, 183, 186, 198, 202, 223, 238, 258, 260, 278, 306, 307, 314, 324, 331, 437, 458, 469 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 99, 105, 109, 116, 140, 144, 148, 167, 252, 257, 277, 297, 305, 338-339, 341, 402, 405, 408, 411, 431, 461, 468, 480, 491, 514, 521, 528, 540, 549, 556, 565, 583, 620, 642, 644-646, 649 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 44, 47, 75, 96, 101, 105, 140, 143, 145, 148, 159, 162, 172, 174, 180, 182, 184, 186, 188, 190, 192, 194, 196, 200, 202, 204, 206, 208, 209, it contained one or more byte that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 87, 106, 146, 152, 155, 158, 173, 225, 301-302, 304, 305, 307, 370, 373, 393, 409, 441, 454, 470, 498, 519, 529, 587, 589-591 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 44, 95, 104, 146, 170, 181, 202, 222, 270, 281, 343, 345, 348, 360, 384, 392, 416, 446, 454, 462, 478, 492, 498, 506, 513, 528, 543, 559-593 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 78, 85, 109, 120, 146, 159, 162, 168, 170, 185, 206, 247, 267, 305, 307, 368, 371, 374, 384, 410, 434, 463, 472, 480, 486, 502, 532, 536, 555, 615, 617-619 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 65, 103, 127, 140, 155-156, 170, 188, 190, 240, 260, 297-298, 300, 302, 303, 306, 309, 268, 403, 429, 437, 487, 475, 483, 497, 520, 534, 541, 550, 610, 612-614 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 93, 101, 116, 144-145, 158, 180, 210, 312, 333, 340, 373, 381, 419, 427, 441, 457, 553, 570 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 94, 162, 193, 151, 190, 202, 207, 207, 234, 336, 247, 279, 367, 395, 423, 455, 508, 570-572, 585 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 102, 119, 125, 132, 141, 145, 152, 161, 163, 165, 166, 168, 171, 178, 183, 185, 192, 193, 195, 208, 217, 219, 243, 245, 250, 254, 264, 280, 281, 295, 340, 344, 348, 350, 354, 364, 372, 380, 448, 478, 480, 541, 545, 578, 794, 832 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 96, 106, 114, 128, 130, 168, 181, 189, 193, 197, 205, 209, 213, 216, 218, 226, 238, 242, 250, 254, 272, 311, 313, 318, 325, 327, 332, 343, 345, 366, 368, 381, 407 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 96, 106, 114, 124, 134, 148, 168, 181, 197, 205, 206, 216, 234, 238, 246, 253, 254, 272, 293, 308, 309, 315, 317, 319, 322, 333, 335, 357, 359, 377, 387, 403 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 96, 106, 114, 126, 130, 136, 137, 139, 147, 161, 170, 174, 176, 181, 189, 200, 204, 214, 216, 222, 224, 234, 240, 242, 250, 251, 264, 266, 268, 272, 301, 303, 308, 315, 317, 319, 333, 335, 357, 359, 377, 387, 395, 403 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 66, 95, 114, 124, 139, 158, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 206, 216, 218, 236, 254, 258, 267, 292, 299, 300, 306, 317, 319, 341, 343, 361, 371, 379, 387 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

I got the following unexpected response when trying to retrieve: <http://web.archive.org/web/20001027181750/http://sandman.net/>:

503

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

I got the following unexpected response when trying to retrieve <http://web.archive.org/web/20001023190936/http://www.sandman.net/>:

503

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 95, 105, 115, 123, 137, 167, 182, 185, 188, 200, 204, 239-230, 233, 232, 230, 268, 276, 288, 312, 327, 353, 361 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 46, 94, 104, 114, 118, 128, 138, 146, 153, 166, 168, 169, 195, 221, 223, 230, 240 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 46, 94, 104, 114, 118, 128, 159, 166, 173, 180, 186, 195, 201, 221, 223, 230, 240 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 72, 97, 103-104, 116, 126, 130, 152-153, 164, 165, 170-175, 183, 191, 197, 199-201, 208 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 73, 87, 103-104, 116, 136, 128, 130, 152-153, 146, 152, 161, 174-175, 183, 191, 167, 189-201, 208 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 73, 77, 103-104, 116, 126, 132, 133, 139, 146, 153, 159, 174-175, 183, 191, 197, 199-201, 208 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 57, 60, 63, 103, 113, 146, 152, 160, 173, 177, 215-216, 218, 230-231, 243, 277, 278, 280, 286, 310, 312, 314, 318, 320, 329, 337, it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified character encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 51, 54, 57, 68, 102, 114, 122, 126, 146, 154, 180-188, 191, 201, 201, 203, 207, 209-216, 215, 225, 238, 250, 256, 262 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 51, 54, 57, 68, 114, 120, 138, 146, 150, 183-186, 191, 201, 203, 207, 209-210, 215 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 38, 41, 44, 72, 88, 94, 128, 134-135, 146-148, 152-153, 157-158, 160, 162 I contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 38, 41, 44, 72, 88, 94, 106, 116, 123-124, 135-137, 141-142, 146-147, 149, 151 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 19, 31, 33, 39-40 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as u-8. In other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding. Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 31, 43, 45, 61-62, 64, 66, 73, 77, 91-92, 94, 98, 101, 109, 112, 121, 123, 148, 151, 162, 171, 177, 235 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 54, 68, 70, 91-92, 88, 87-96, 103, 122, 128, 138, 158, 161-162, 207, 225, 240, 260, 283, 287, 302, 304, 313-314, 316, 321, 324, 335, 347, 359, 380, 386, 389, 395, 398, 401, 406 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding) Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 46, 67, 69, 71, 73, 75, 77, 79, 81, 83, 85, 87, 89, 91, 95, 97, 99, 103, 105, 107, 122, 144-146, 162, 171, 180, 189, 192, 200, 203, 209, 219, 221, 225, 227, 229, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 250, 264, 283, 295, 306-307, 316, 337, 348, 353-354, 366 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 46, 67, 69, 71, 73, 77, 79, 81, 83, 85, 87, 89, 91, 95, 97, 99, 103, 105, 107, 122, 144-146, 162, 171, 180, 189, 192, 200, 203, 206, 219, 221, 225, 235, 233, 234, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 250, 258, it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 2, 7, 9-10, 14, 16-21, 26, 30, 34, 43, 46, 52, 59, 76 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found were not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 3, 7, 9-10, 16-18, 20, 24, 32, 34, 41, 44, 57, 74 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication. The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document can not be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 51, 55, 56, 118, 122, 130, 135, 145, 148-154, 156, 162, 165, 171, 182-186, 189, 192 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team
Sorry! This document cannot be checked.

Sorry, I am unable to validate this document because on line 43, 47, 98, 100, 110, 111, 112, 114, 115, 122, 123-126, 128, 135-136, 140, 146, 149, 152 it contained one or more bytes that I cannot interpret as utf-8 (in other words, the bytes found are not valid values in the specified Character Encoding). Please check both the content of the file and the character encoding indication.

The W3C Validator Team